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Ramping up your capability to sell more
effectively based on field best practices
 What you need to know and the smart
decisions you need to make
 How to find the info you need in a doc, on
the web, watch a video ..
 Training in bite-sized, easily digestible
chunks using simulated customer deal
dynamics
 Scenario-based learning run by real
enterprise sales VP

Why do it
 Compress onboarding of new hires
 Sales recognition & sequencing skills
 Speed up deals
 Improve win rates
 Improve deal sizes
 Time to productivity

HOW DO WE DEFINE SALES ENABLEMENT

What it is…

Why do you need all these skills

Diverse set of skills necessary to
develop & deliver…

 Sales teams want real world best
practices
 Sales teams consume content & learn
differently
 Interactive, competitive sales trainings
are most effective
 Sales teams hate ‘death by PowerPoint

 Content development captured from
and tailored to your sales team needs
 Infrastructure and info design for
sales enablement portal
 Virtual interactive training sessions
 Scenario-based sales simulation
training

HOW DO WE DELIVER SALES ENABLEMENT

What skills do you need
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HOW IT TYPICALLY WORKS

Ongoing series of custom designed bite-sized
trainings in multiple formats over 3-12 months

 What did you think was most effective and that we should be sure to KEEP in
the training?


This format of training is way more productive then traditional Instructor lead training. (loved it)



The simulated sales calls were excellent. I too have been through many trainings over the years
and this one hit the mark. We were immediately thrown into a real life situation and everyone
was engaged from the start to the finish. The teams were well balanced with a mix of sales and
technical people as well as a mix of brand new and those that have been on board for several
months. I would continue with this section of the training for sure.

 What do you think we should add or otherwise change in the training to make
it more effective?


Wouldn’t change a thing. This was by far the best sales training I’ve ever participated in over my
17 year enterprise sales career!

 Please rate this sales training on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) on the
effectiveness and usefulness to you and your role?




11 out of 10! Seriously though, I plan to start applying the sales capabilities learned through this boot
camp with customers on Monday. -Regional Sales Manager
A resounding 10 in usefulness to me as an SE. I loved the team role playing exercises competing with
other sales teams against mock customer scenarios. The simulations were incredibly realistic.
This was a 10 from my perspective. As a new sales rep, this really helped me focus on what I need to
learn and how to position and sell our solutions from a best practices perspective. It was like having our
most experienced and successful sales reps teach me all their secrets to success in a consolidated
fashion.

RESULTS

JUST A LITTLE FEEDBACK FROM CYNICAL SALES REPS FROM RECENT TRAININGS

